Welcome to Nevis

We invite you to spend 5 days in our tropical oasis, flush with sugar-soft beaches, sweeping vistas of rainforest and tropical adventures around every bend.
ARRIVAL DAY

Enjoy a unique arrival experience with a personal greeting by a Four Seasons staff member at either the St. Kitts or Nevis Airport.

Robert Llewellyn Bradshaw International Airport, St. Kitts:

Guests will experience Four Seasons Resort Nevis’ private transfer service from the airport to start their vacation as soon as they clear the required immigration and customs. As part of the service, a Four Seasons team member will greet the guest and everyone in their party at the luggage claim area. From there, guests will be introduced to a red cap representative to assist with collecting their luggage. Once outside, guest will be offered a chilled bottle of water as their bags are being checked off and tagged. When the entire party is ready, guests will be taken on a breathtaking 20-minute scenic, countryside ride to Christophe Harbour. Upon arrival, guests can enjoy a complimentary rum punch, fruit juice, soft drink and snacks before boarding Four Seasons’ private speedboats to the Resort. Guests will arrive at the Resort’s on-property pier, where a staff member will greet them with a chilled towel, before escorting them to their room or villa, where their luggage will already be delivered.

Vance Amory International Airport, Nevis:

Guests arriving via the Nevis airport will be greeted by a Four Seasons representative who will help to expedite the arrival process and collect their luggage. Guests will be placed into the waiting taxi along with their luggage. After a short seven-minute transfer, guests will arrive at the Resort and offered a welcome rum punch, fruit juice, and chilled towels, before being escorted to their room or villa.
**DAY ONE**
Sit back and relax

After your attendees have had the chance to unpack and familiarize themselves with the resort, they will be welcomed to our beach-front, open air Cabana Restaurant for a casual, elegant welcome reception. Guests will be greeted with a signature cocktail, specifically created for the group by our expert mixologist. It will be easy to slip into a Nevisian frame of mind while listening to the local steel pan trio and enjoying the fresh cuisine from our Welcome to Nevis menu. As the night concludes, guests will have the opportunity to create their own floral arrangements for their guest rooms from their exclusive floral market. When they return to their rooms, they will find a Four Seasons Nevis welcome tote bag filled with all of the necessities for a perfect week.
DAY TWO

Equal parts serenity and adventure

Enjoy a delicious breakfast buffet at your leisure in Neve Restaurant featuring daily specials, traditional buffet items and a fruit concierge. After a farm-to-table breakfast, enjoy the day by one of our three pools or meet our golf pro at our Robert Jones designed course for a Tee off in a lush, tropical setting where you can embrace the experience of a championship golf course. For tennis aficionados, the ten tennis courts (4 red clay, 6 hard courts) managed by Peter Burwash International, are a perfect afternoon activity.

Finally let those shoes come off and put your toes in the sand for an Island Carnival at South Beach where you will be entertained with live music, carnival dancers and stunning views of the sunset!
DAY THREE
Enjoy to the farthest reaches of your imagination

Meet at the Pier for a late morning sail and lunch on the water. The sail provides stunning views of Nevis Peak for a perfect photo opportunity! The boat will anchor around lunch time, allowing the chance to snorkel or enjoy a casual swim. Upon returning, enjoy the afternoon in our Spa or perhaps just enjoy the plunge pool overlooking Nevis Peak. Explore the taste of the Island during a Dine Around in the evening.
DAY FOUR
Let the island speak for itself

Let the island show you all it has to offer. Immerse yourself in Nevisian history, culture and sports at local museums. Guided hiking and biking tours will give you the once-in-a-lifetime chance to experience the authenticity of the island including centuries old sugar plantations and botanical gardens. After an interacting day filled with the genuine hospitality of the locals, you may prepare to the final night dinner on the 18th Lawn, overlooking the ocean and St. Kitts. You will not be able to stay in your seats once Greenhouse starts to perform, and the trip will conclude with a memorable last night of fantastic entertainment, food and service!
There remain but few places that pictures fail to completely capture. Places that are equal parts serenity and adventure: where palm trees overshadow even the tallest structures and where every lobster caught, every sail set, and every golf course hole conquered marks the absence of ten thousand hurried feet. At Four Seasons Nevis, we let the island speak for itself, so that, from the minute you set foot on our intimate tropical paradise, the only thing left to express is awe.